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Pilot Incapacitations: 37-year-old US Air Force
Lieutenant Died After Battle with Pancreatic Turbo
Cancer
Colonel Andrew James Lingenfelter of Wright Patterson Air Force Base in
Dayton, Ohio, Died on July 19, 2023
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“2023  has  been  a  challenge  for  Global  Research,  but  we  know  2024  will  be  no
different.  That’s  why  we  need  your  support.  Will  you  make  a  New  Year  donation  to  help
us continue with our work?”

*

(I was informed by inside sources that Andrew suspected the COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines as
the cause of his pancreatic cancer)

Obituary

Well, it is kind of awesome to write your own obituary. It’s not very often that someone has
this opportunity. My symptoms initially manifested in November 2022 with relatively mild
gastrointestinal  issues.  The  doctors  ran  through  their  checklists  and  couldn’t  find  a  root
cause. Biopsies came back with no sign of malignancy, blood work returned completely
normal, and weight loss stopped. It was at this point, Thanksgiving, I might have had a
chance with the Whipple surgery. However, I was not a good candidate based on all the
normal tests. In hindsight, I was probably already dead and doing a Whipple could have
sped my demise (due to recovery complications).

By December, I had developed a cough. Looking back, the cough was the indicator that the
cancer had spread to the lungs. It’s now July and I have seen and experienced much. I am
thankful for the time I have received and I am thankful for everyone that has poured in their
time to me and my family. We are truly blessed beyond measure.
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Without further ado… here is my obituary:

Lieutenant Colonel Andrew James Lingenfelter, age 37, of Wright Patterson Air Force Base in
Dayton, Ohio, passed away on July 19, 2023 after a courageous battle with pancreatic
cancer. Andrew was surrounded by loved ones who will continue to honor his legacy by
living their lives to the fullest.

Andrew  was  born  on  January  27,  1986  to  Kimberly  Marie  (Miller)  and  Burton  Paul
Lingenfelter in Plainview, Nebraska. After Andrew graduated from Plainview Public Schools
in 2004, he went on to study at the University of Nebraska in Lincoln on an Air Force ROTC
scholarship.

After graduating with a degree in mechanical engineering, he started his first job at Eglin Air
Force Base as a  2nd Lieutenant,  kickstarting a fourteen plus year  career  in  Air  Force
Acquisitions.

In 2005, Andrew met Lindsey at Northeast Community College where they were both taking
summer courses. Andrew and Lindsey went on to have four biological children, Samson,
Rhett, Sawyer, and Helena, and one adopted child, Otto.

Andrew was passionate about airplanes and working on his commercial pilot’s license when
diagnosed  with  cancer.  He  lived  by  the  slogan  on  his  favorite  t-shirt:  I’d  rather  be  flying!
Andrew was also infatuated with cooking meats on his Big Green Egg and was famous in all
circles for smoked brisket, roasted leg of lamb, and pulled pork.

In 2011, Andrew earned a master’s degree in industrial and systems engineering from the
University of Florida. In 2016, Andrew earned a PhD in aeronautical engineering from the Air
Force Institute of Technology.

Andrew  loved  his  family  and  friends,  the  farm,  food,  flying,  football,  and  fun  –  all  the
important f words. The doctor that delivered the diagnosis of pancreatic cancer told him it
was the bad luck lottery of death – too young and zero risk factors. Andrew replied that it
could be true,  but  he definitely  had the good luck lottery of  life  with his  relationships and
accomplishments. Andrew won several Air Force awards for his research, papers, videos,
and athletics and was proud to be lead snack officer at Wright Patt.

Andrew is survived by his children, Samson (15), Rhett (13), Sawyer (11), Helena (9), and
Otto (6); his wife, Lindsey; his parents, Burton and Kimberly; his brother Luke (Kayla) of
Overland Park, KS; his sister Mary (Tyler Abbenhaus) of Bloomfield, NE; his brother Benjamin
(Alexis) of Overland Park, KS; his grandparents James and Sharon Miller of Hampton, NE; and
many uncles, aunts, cousins, nieces, and nephews.

Services will be held in Ohio at Beaver Creek UCC on Tuesday, July 25, 2023 at 11:00 AM
with visitation from 5:00-7:00 PM on Monday, July 24, 2023. Celebration of life and burial will
be in Plainview, Nebraska at the Plainview United Church of Christ on Friday, August 4, 2023
at 2:00 PM. A short graveside ceremony will be held in Plainview following the service,
followed  by  a  BBQ,  in  honor  of  Lieutenant  Colonel  Lingenfelter,  lead  snack  officer.  Both
services  will  have a  patriotic  theme.  Memorial  donations  may be made to  the Wright
Patterson Fisher House, an organization dear to Andrew and the Lingenfelter family.

Fond memories and expressions of sympathy may be shared at www.tobias-fh.com for the
Lingenfelter family.

http://www.tobias-fh.com/
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Pilot Incapacitations and Deaths in Aug-Dec 2023

Dec. 5, 2023 – Volaris (El Salvador) Pilot – 30s year old Jose Espinal – El Salvador Pilot for
Volaris (El Salvador), Air Jazeera Airways (Kuwait) and former VECA & TACA Airlines, died
suddenly on Dec. 5, 2023.

Dec. 5, 2023 – Ryanair Flight RK-8528 (STN-OZZ) from London Stansted, UK, to Ouarzazate,
Morocco – pilot felt unwell, crew diverted to Faro, Portugal, landed safely 30 min.

Nov. 29, 2023 – American Airlines Flight AA755 CDG-PHL, from Paris, France, to Philadelphia,
PA, pilot had a seizure and collapsed in the cockpit.

Nov.  26,  2023 –  Ryanair  Flight  FR-3472 (LTN-RZE) from London Luton,  UK to Rzeszow
(Poland) on Nov. 26, 2023, one of the pilots became incapacitated, plane diverted to Krakow
and landed safely.

Nov. 20, 2023 – Air Transat Flight TS-186 (YYZ-PUJ) from Toronto, Canada to Punta Cana,
Dominican Republic – pilot became incapacitated and was replaced by a pilot passenger.

Nov. 16, 2023 – Air India Pilot Death – 37 year old Air India Pilot Captain Himanil Kumar had
cardiac arrest at Delhi’s Indira Gandhi International Airport during training.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Dr.  William Makis  is  a  Canadian  physician  with  expertise  in  Radiology,  Oncology  and
Immunology. Governor General’s Medal, University of Toronto Scholar. Author of 100+ peer-
reviewed medical publications.
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”

Reviews

This is an in-depth resource of great interest if it is the wider perspective you are motivated
to understand a little better, the author is very knowledgeable about geopolitics and this
comes out in the way Covid is contextualized. —Dr. Mike Yeadon

In  this  war  against  humanity  in  which  we  find  ourselves,  in  this  singular,  irregular  and
massive assault against liberty and the goodness of people, Chossudovsky’s book is a rock
upon which to sustain our fight. –Dr. Emanuel Garcia

In  fifteen  concise  science-based  chapters,  Michel  traces  the  false  covid  pandemic,
explaining how a PCR test, producing up to 97% proven false positives, combined with a
relentless 24/7 fear campaign, was able to create a worldwide panic-laden “plandemic”; that
this  plandemic  would  never  have  been  possible  without  the  infamous  DNA-modifying
Polymerase Chain Reaction test  –  which to this  day is  being pushed on a majority  of
innocent people who have no clue. His conclusions are evidenced by renown scientists.
—Peter Koenig 

Professor Chossudovsky exposes the truth that “there is no causal relationship between the
virus  and  economic  variables.”  In  other  words,  it  was  not  COVID-19  but,  rather,  the
deliberate implementation of the illogical, scientifically baseless lockdowns that caused the
shutdown of the global economy. –David Skripac

A reading of  Chossudovsky’s book provides a comprehensive lesson in how there is a global
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coup d’état under way called “The Great Reset” that if not resisted and defeated by freedom
loving people everywhere will result in a dystopian future not yet imagined. Pass on this free
gift  from Professor  Chossudovsky  before  it’s  too  late.   You  will  not  find  so  much  valuable
information and analysis in one place. –Edward Curtin

ISBN: 978-0-9879389-3-0,  Year: 2022,  PDF Ebook,  Pages: 164, 15 Chapters

Price: $11.50 FREE COPY! Click here (docsend) and download.

We encourage you to support the eBook project by making a donation through Global
Research’s DonorBox “Worldwide Corona Crisis” Campaign Page. 
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